
GIL GJERE  

August 3, 2014 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

500 E. Capitol Avenue 
Pierre, SD 57501 

Dear Sirs: 

 

RECEIVED 
AUG 0 6 2014 

SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC 
UTILITIES COMMISSION 

The attached notice appeared in our local Viborg Enterprise /Hurley Leader newspaper 

this week. 

Since we have moved to Viborg in the fall of 2000 (14 years ago), we have experienced 
five changes in ownership of our telephone, cable and internet service; essentially a change 
every two-three years. And EACH TIME, the cost of their services has gone up and up over 
the fourteen years. 

When we moved here in 2000, we contracted with DTG (Dakota Telephone; a local 
company based in Irene, after a short while, that firm was sold to Mc Cloud; then, the 
previous owner of DTG bought it back and formed Prairie Wave Communication. Next, 
Prairie Wave was sold to Knology; then WOW. Now, we are facing another buy-out again. 
At least, when I read the attached notice, it appears this will be a more "LOCAL" company ... 
not like the past few "out of the area" corporations. 

Recently, I was told by a knowledgeable person that these short-time changes in ownership 
occur by INVESTORS who "buy" these companies, THEN raise the prices to recoup their 
investment; then sell the company to another CROOKED investor and the same scenario 
just repeats itself. 

I think the Public Utilities Commission should investigate these former transfers of 
ownership in these five public utilities and do what is right for the citizens of SD, and 
the surrounding area alluded in the notice. 

My cable, phone and internet bill has gone up exponentially since we moved here to Viborg, 
and I am seriously considering "cutting back" on some of their non-essential 
services/bundles. This is WHERE THEY MAKE THEIR MONEY AND RECOUP THEIR 
INVESTIMENT.. ..... PRICE GOUGING!!!!! 

-------



This application needs to receive SERIOUS DISCUSSION by your Commission before being 
approved. Within fourteen years, the resale of these five former telecommunication 
companies in our community needs addressing! It's time the former investors are 
exposed for what they are------- CHEATS AND SCOUNDRILS----who are ripping off the 
subscribers of our area for their own benefit. 
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